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Press release 
Paris, October 24th 2019, 

Art-Trope presents 4 Photographers at the Paris Contemporary Art Show by YIA 

Art Fair 

from Thursday, November 7th to Monday, November 11th, 2019 

VIP Day and Opening reception :  on Thursday Nov 7th 2019 from 12pm to 10pm (by invitation 

only) 

Request an invitation by sending an email to virginie@art-trope.com   

 

The Rivoli Building - 118 rue de Rivoli - Paris 1er 

 

The prestigious fair continues with a special attention 

dedicated to Photography 

While the FIAC has just ended, it is now the turn of PARIS 

PHOTO to take place under the nave of the Grand Palais.  

Always at the core of this true artistic and cultural moment, the 

18th edition of the Paris Contemporary Art Show by YIA Art 

Fair continues its development with a special attention 

dedicated to Photography. Presented in the prestigious and 

historic decor of the RIVOLI building, only a few metres from 

the Louvrre Museum, and only 3 stations from the Avenue des 

Champs-Elysées and the Grand Palais, the artists of the 

selected galleries offer their photographic vision.  

On this occasion, Art-Trope,New Generation of Artists Agency, 

will represent 4 Artists from its community. Thanks to its 

association with ART FUTURE (Taipei) as well as with the main 

Societies of Friends of Museums in Paris such as the Centre 

Pompidou, the Maison Européenne de la Photographie, the 

Musée d'Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris and the Palais de 

Tokyo, the Fair gives a voice to well-known and emerging 

artists 

. 

The 4 Photographers 

Un mot de l'ArtistJe souhaite susciter de l’émotion en présentant ces œres . M a démarche artistiq ue issue du Dadaïsme cherche à expl orer de nouvelles  formes se nourrissant de la peintur e contempor aine. L’i mage rest e le médium pri vilégi é. C ette exposition présente des  compositions  comme un ins tantané d’ une chorégraphi e de volumes virtuels , sur fond bl anc ainsi q ue des scul ptures-collages et des œuvr es  techniques mi xtes” a déclar é Gysin Br  

 Guillaume Dimanche 

 Mary Laëtitia Gerval 

 Maribé 

 Lucie Ternisien 
 

About ART-TROPE 

  

ART-TROPE supports Artists to position themselves in the Fine Arts market, build and develop their notoriety while 

optimizing their visibility and their network. Art-Trope is a New Generation of Artists Agency that combines in an innovative 

platform services enabling Artists to develop their artistic careers serenely and sustainably and Collectors to enhance their 

investment in the Artworks they love. 

Paris Contemporary Art Show by YIA Art Fair icon, 

November 2019 © YIA Art Fair 
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